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The orrery presents the planets as viewed from outside the solar system in an accurate

scale model of periods of revolution. The planets’ sizes and distances, however, are

necessarily inaccurate. Orreries usually only have the six planets and their major moons as

the outer planets and minor moons had not been discovered.

An orrery is a mechanical model of the solar system. The first orrery is attributed to a

watchmaker George Graham around 1713 under the patronage of Charles Boyle, 4th Earl of

Orrery, who gave his name to the model.

Astronomy was a subject studied

by the early Loreto students.  To

aid this study, Loreto Abbey

Mary’s Mount boasted both a

telescope and an orrery.

For many years a feature of the

science department of Loreto

Mary’s Mount/Loreto College

Ballarat, a beautifully engineered

clockwork orrery, was a teaching

aid for generations of Loreto

students.

This orrery can now be seen in

our Loreto Archives Centre.  

An orrery is a mechanical model

of the solar system. The first

orrery is attributed to a

watchmaker George Graham

around 1713 under the patronage

of Charles Boyle, 4th Earl of

Orrery, who gave his name to the

model.
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The orrery presents the planets as viewed from outside the solar system in an accurate

scale model of periods of revolution. The planets’ sizes and distances, however, are

necessarily inaccurate. Orreries usually only have the six planets and their major moons as

the outer planets and minor moons had not been discovered.

John Barry, the brother of Mother Gonzaga Barry, donated the orrery to Mary’s Mount. It

would seem that Mother Gonzaga brought the orrery back with her after her trip to Ireland

in 1887.  In 1901 it was one of only three such instruments in Australia. 

The orrery was sometimes paired with the school telescope on the flat roof of the

St. Michael's Novitiate building, with its views across Lake Wendouree.

The Loreto telescope was an eight-inch reflector telescope built for the students by Captain

Henry Evans, 1st Superintendent of the Ballarat Observatory, in 1890. (First mentioned in

the Eucalyptus Blossoms June 1890.)

The telescope was first located in The Paddock (oval) and later taken up to the roof of the

Novitiate when the Novitiate was finished in 1892.

Students on the flat roof of the Novitiate Building with the telescope of orrery, c. 1893.



One student described the telescope in the 'Eucalyptus Blossoms' magazine in 1899,

"In a central position [on the flat roof of the Novitiate] stands the much-treasured telescope,

well protected from wind and weather by a strong encasement of wood and iron. What a

scientific treat to search the starry skies at night by its wonderful power!"

Although the telescope was still at Mary's Mount in the 1950s, it seems to have disappeared

in the late 1960s, possibly given or sold to the Ballarat Observatory. Any record of its later

location seems to have been lost.
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For more on our collection visit the Archives page on our website HERE

 

https://www.loreto.org.au/about-us/archives/

